
HyperDeck Studio Mini is the 
world’s smallest 6G-SDI UltraHD  
(up-to 30p) broadcast deck with 
10-bit recording and playback, 
dual SD cards and FTP media 
upload. The unit includes:
•2x 6G-SDI / HDMI output
•Dual SD card slots 
•Built-in sync generator 
•720/1080 4:4:4:4 support 
•RS-422 deck control
•Built in power supply 
•Ethernet with PoE+ 

HyperDeck Studio Mini 
works with a variety of 
ProRes formats, including 
high end ProRes 4:4:4:4 
in HD which supports 
both image and alpha 

channels. That means you can 
output animated graphics with 
transparency via the fill and key 
SDI connections. This makes 
HyperDeck Studio Mini perfect 
for playing broadcast graphics 
out to a live production switcher 
for keying over live video.
HyperDeck Studio Mini records 
to standard SD cards and high 
performance UHS-II cards for 
UltraHD environments.
Shipping now!

The GH5 is the world’s first 
small factor camera with 10-
bit 4:2:2 internal recording, 
6K anamorphic video mode, 
weather sealing and UltraHD 
video at 50p.
It is a technological leap forward 

enabling users to shoot 10-bit 
video onto SD cards, without the 
need for an external recorder, or 
expensive proprietary media.
Check out the 96 kHz/24-bit XLR 
adapter, exclusively available to 
resellers from Holdan.

10-bit 422 4K!

Panasonic UX-180

New Generation Bolt

SmallHD Super Bright

Teradek’s new Bolt range 
marks a leap forward 
in wireless transmission, 
with massive 
functionality. It’s the first 
to offer near instant re-
connect and incredibly 
robust video links.

Brookfield House, Brookfield Industrial Estate, Peakdale Rd, Glossop, SK13 6LQ 01457 851000 sales@holdan.co.uk

•100% Rec 709
•Full HD 13” panel
•3D LUT processing
•10-bit panel
•3G-SDI/HDMI io
•1500 NIT brightness

4 cables or 1?
One Ethernet cable gives 
you everything. Install and 
de-rig fast, with great HD 
image quality and no- 
nonsense camera control. 
Ask us for details of the 
Datavideo PTC-150T.

25+ new products inside

NEW 4K ProRes SD Card Recorder

1303HDR

Thunderbolt 3 launches

Holdan’s 3 new brands



ATEM Television Studio HD features 4 SDI and 4 
HDMI inputs so you can connect and switch up-to 8 
sources. It supports all formats up to 1080p60. 

io Television Studio HD has re-sync on all inputs 
for clean switching with professional or consumer 
cameras. Plus, there’s multiview output for all sources, 
preview and program on a single screen, aux out, 
talkback, still stores, an audio mixer, camera control 
unit and more.

Panel Front panel controls feature 8 large illuminated 
buttons for switching, audio controls, down stream 
keying, fade to black, media players, cut-bus style or 
automatic switching with transitions. 

Control For the ultimate in creativity and control, 
ATEM Television Studio HD includes a software control 
panel for Mac and Windows. You can use the switcher 
and parameter palettes to switch cameras live, change 
transitions and adjust key settings.

Deck The studio workflow is further extended with 
HyperDeck control integration, which allows decks to 
be used for video playback and recording.

2-Camera Streaming Solution 
from under £4000+VAT!  

Web Presenter makes any professional SDI and 
HDMI video source appear as a USB webcam for 
streaming on the Internet. 

It supports software and services such as Skype, 
YouTube Live, Facebook Live, Twitch.tv and Periscope. 

Web Presenter has 12G-SDI and HDMI inputs, an XLR 
mic input, HiFi audio input, and Teranex quality down 
conversion for converting an SD, HD or Ultra HD video 
source to 720p for low bitrate, high quality streaming. 

The unit can even live switch programs using its built 
in 2 input production switcher if you add the optional 
Teranex Mini Smart Panel.

As an intelligent system, if the streaming software 
detects a slow internet connection, it can send a 
command to Blackmagic Web Presenter to reduce 
frame rates to 720p20, 720p15, 720p10 or 720p5.

Studio Camera HD

ATEM Television Studio HD

Web Presenter

All new for 2017

HyperDeck Studio Mini



Blackmagic in the Studio

The Blackmagic URSA Mini 4K PL and 4.6K PL 
is available with a studio-friendly B4 mount. When 
paired with the new URSA Studio Viewfinder and an 
ATEM production switcher, users can control: 

•Tally 
•Talkback  
•Camera control 
•Lens and full CCU control
•Colour balancing 

This gives Blackmagic users a professional studio 
camera alternative, with the URSA’s superb UltraHD 
image quality.

The studio workflow is further extended with 
Blackmagic Design’s HyperDeck control integration, 
which allows the SSD deck to be used as a source for 
video playback with slow-motion.

URSA Studio Viewfinder

All new for 2017



Duplicator 4K makes it easy to deliver multiple 
copies of content to customers the moment an event 
is finished. It’s an SD card duplicator with built in 
realtime H.265 encoding, the new standard for 
delivering UltraHD. 

12G-SDI connections let you record in all SD, HD 
and UltraHD formats, up to 2160p60. The H.265 
encoding gives you higher quality video in smaller 
files so you can use smaller and cheaper SD cards. 
You can even connect multiple duplicators together to 
make hundreds of recordings all at once.

Anatomy of a 4K Portable Production Unit (PPU)

4K Event Re-Producer 4K Video Assist

Video Assist 4K is a 10-bit 4:2:2 ProRes and 
DNxHD recorder. It features a 7” high resolution 
screen, XLR mic inputs, and SDI and HDMI 
connections. It supports multiple LUTs to further 
enhance its monitoring capabilities.

The screen is 1920 x 1200, so you can see a full 16:9 
image without the status bar covering the picture. 
Video Assist 4K features the latest high speed UHS-II 
SD card recorders and can record 1080 HD as well 
as Ultra HD up to 2160p30 on low cost SD cards. 

SmartView 4K 
17” monitor

SmartScope 
Duo 4K dual 
test monitors

HyperDeck 4K 
recorders / 
players

Smart Video-
hub 12x12 SDI 
router

ATEM 1M/E 
Production 
Studio 10 input 
switcher

ATEM Studio 
Converter for 
tally, fibre and 
talkback



DVS-200 Multi-channel Media Platform

Stream & Record in HQ Record to USB in a Flash!

Encoded Video Files or Live 
Sources

Seamless Delivery to Devices, 
Screens and Websites

Local and Global, Open and 
Secure IPTV Networks

Multi-channel Encoding, 
Recording & Streaming

Multi-stream Delivery Network 
with Social Media Integration

Secure Enterprise-featured 
IPTV System

A really high quality video streaming server offering 
up to 20Mb/s, the NVS-30 simultaneously records 
independently at up-to 30Mb/s.

What’s more, it has an HDMI input and output, plus 
a useful loop through. It 
is configured via a web 
interface and features easy to 
use front panel buttons. 

Advanced features include:

•H.264 RTSP/RTMP compliant streaming

•H.264 MP4 recording with 2 channel AAC audio

•Multi-Tap 10-Bit scaler & de-interlacer

NVS-30 is a great choice for live event streaming, 
with a very high quality archive recorded for post-
event editing.

HDR-1 is an H.264 USB recorder / player that 
uses USB flash drives. It’s very affordable, yet very 
well featured, with local and remote control options 
and intelligent record and playback features.

HDR-1 is very easy to use. Connect the recorder to 
an HDMI video source to capture from a range of 
devices, including cameras, game consoles and PC 
games. Once recorded, the H.264 file is instantly 
ready to upload to YouTube or playout to screens.

DVS-200 is a revolutionary media platform allowing 
the user to encode, transcode, record and deliver real 
time video to multiple devices. DVS-200 comes as a 
software package or as a turnkey solution; it 
can be installed locally or in the cloud. 

DVS-200 enables you to encode, 
decode, record, transcode and 
deliver content - live or on demand - 
to a wide audience, on a multitude 
of devices. 

DVS-200 can handle multiple 
stream ingest making it a multi-
channel recorder as well. The recorded 
content can be saved on local drives and 
shared over local, wider or global networks.

A hosted web player supports mobile and desktop devices, 
or uses NVD-30 decoders for an IPTV experience.

With its active directory support 
integration into an enterprise network 
couldn’t be easier. 

•Stream directly to devices with our white 
labelled web player

•Stream to content delivery networks 
like Youtube Live, Facebook and more

•Distribute streams to other instances 
of DVS-200 for global coverage

•Record streams in DVS-200 for later 
on-demand playback

•Run a multi-channel on-demand IPTV 
network, locally or globally

•Serve a large audience with high quality real time 
transcoding options

New for 2017

New for 2017

New for 2017



www.holdan.co.uk

Deliver four dynamic HD camera 
angles from one 4K source  

Live in Seconds
Turn 1 camera into 4

KMU-100

Distributed by:



4-channel Audio & Video 

Instant on-air replay is a fundamental part of sports 
broadcasting. Datavideo’s system is hardware 
based and intuitive, making it extremely easy to use 
and totally reliable. 

As a modular device based around the RMC-400 
controller, the system can scale to meet your needs 
from a single channel up-to four channels for instant 
multi-angle replay. 

With an HD loop through and a small form factor, 
the Datavideo solution can fit every workflow, 
whether you’re producing pitch-side, in an OB van 
or in a dedicated studio.

“Let’s roll that again!”

2 Channel Instant Replay System 
with Controller - Under £3,000

HDR-10 | RMC-400

Datavideo’s SE-650 is a 4 input standalone HD 
video switcher that is compact and loaded with 
professional features. It has two HD-SDI and two 
HDMI inputs, making it an superb all-rounder.

It’s great for small venues, schools and colleges, 
places of worship and amateur sports clubs that 
want to move from single camera recording to a TV-
style multicam production.

SE-650

4-channel HD vision mixer with integrated 
audio mixing for under £1000!

run&gunBags Small, Medium, Large & XL
The run&gunBags are suited for compact cameras and have double 
YKK® zippers that open the top flap in one easy pull. 

• Reinforced inlays and padded interior for maximum protection
• Separate pockets inside and outside for additional accessories
• Back flap with zipper for easy attachment to trolley
• 2 adjustable dividers to customize interior layout 

CAM-R&GB-SMALL
CAM-R&GB-MEDIUM

CAM-R&GB-LARGE
CAM-R&GB-XL

run&gunBag Small run&gunBag Medium run&gunBag Large run&gunBag XL

Outside:  
(L x W x H)

cm:   46 x 27 x 23
inch: 18.1 x 10.6 x 9.1

cm:   60 x 28 x 27
inch: 23.6 x 11.0 x 10.6

cm:   67 x 31 x 32
inch: 26.4 x 12.2 x 12.6

cm:   73 x 45 x 34
inch: 28.7 x 17.7 x 13.4

Inside: 
(L x W x H)

cm:   38 x 20 x 21
inch: 15.0 x 7.9 x 8.3

cm:   50 x 21 x 24
inch: 19.7 x 8.3 x 9.4

cm:   60 x 24 x 30
inch: 23.6 x 9.4 x 11.8

cm:   65 x 30 x 30
inch: 25.6 x 11.8 x 11.8

Weight: kg:    1.90
lbs:   4.20

kg:    2.90
lbs:   6.40

kg:    3.70
lbs:   8.20

kg:    4.60
lbs:   10.14

transPorter Medium & Large

 

transPorter Medium transPorter Large

Outside:  
(L x W x H)

cm:   50 x 30 x 26
inch: 19.7 x 11.8 x 10.2

cm:   58 x 30 x 29
inch: 22.8 x 11.8 x 11.4

Inside:  
(L x W x H)

cm:   45 x 18 x 23
inch: 17.7 x 7.1 x 9.1

cm:   52 x 21 x 27
inch: 20.5 x 8.3 x 10.6

Weight: kg:    2.35
lbs:   5.18

kg:    2.85
lbs:   6.28

These camera and accessory bags offer a flexible and highly 
customizable solution for a large number of popular camcorders. 
Both bags have a separate pouch to store your lenses, cables and 
other small items and a fixed lens protection cover, 
all made of Cordura® fabric and YKK® zippers.

• 2 Removable dividers and camera strap to customize the interior 
• Accessory set included: lens cover, lens- and accessory pouch
• Removable suede shoulder strap and suede handles for optimum 
   carrying comfort

Grab our new Catalog
 

Or find all our products at camRade.com
Catalog 2016 / 2017 | www.camRade.com

New for 2017



LG-E268C

The LEDGO E268C ultra-soft, 15mm-thin LED is 
perfect for interviews, location shoots. Lighting 
quality is excellent, despite its ultra-light weight and 
portability. It is a bi-colour (3200K to 5600K) light 
source and is WiFi controllable using the optional 
remote unit.

The diminutive E116C bi-colour 
LED on camera pad light delivers 
a soft output. It is suitable for 
portrait lighting or a single person 
interview; it is also ideal for 
product shots. Thin and lightweight, 
it’s a great item to include in any kit 
bag, whether you need a general 
purpose, dimmable on camera 
light or a small fill light.

That’s a Wrap! 

LED Fresnels

LG-D1200 120W LED Fresnel Studio Light (with 
DMX control option)

LG-D600 60W LED Fresnel Studio Light 

•High efficiency moulded LED lamp

•Up-to 97 TLCI quality score

•Low power consumption

•Silent running with passive air cooling

•0-100% flicker free, step-less dimmer

•Beam angle can be adjusted from 10° to 70°

•Manual dimmer and optional WiFI control

Ultra-Thin LEDs

LG-E116C

The LEDGO-R320C ringlight 
mounts around the lens for 
on-camera illumination. It 
is also great as a handheld 
light. The R320C produces 
absolutely beaufitul results.

It features Wifi, 2.4G 
and dimmer control and 
variable colour temperature 
(3200K-5600K).

 
Features

•Input: 15V DC, Sony NP-F750/970 battery

•USB Power output (5V / 1A)

•2193 Lumens illumination 

•465mm diameter (external)

New for 2017

The Ledgo LG-V58C Versatile is a 
bright, flexible LED lighting kit. It redefines 
portable lighting,collapsing in seconds 
into a lightweight roll. But the versatile unit 
is also superb on set, wrapping around 
props, furniture or architectural features. It’s 
also great for in-car shooting.  

•Fabric LED tiles (30 x 60cm)

•Extremely flexible and thin

•Bi-colour variable to match any job

•Battery operable

•Configuration frames included

New for 2017



“In this age of impatience, it’s 
human nature to look for shortcuts.”

Take the shortcut with LogicKeyboard

...and many more!

Ring of LED Fire

Super Wide Panels

LEDGO-T1440MC 144W 8,245 lumens

LEDGO-T2880LMC 288W 17,580 lumens 
 
•Ultra-thin portable lighting panels

•Up-to 96 TLCI quality score

•Availble with cost-effective honeycomb louver

•Bi-colour LED array

•0-100% flicker free, step-less dimmer

•Manual and DMX controls 

•Optional WiFi control

The LEDGO-R320C ringlight 
mounts around the lens for 
on-camera illumination. It 
is also great as a handheld 
light. The R320C produces 
absolutely beaufitul results.

It features Wifi, 2.4G 
and dimmer control and 
variable colour temperature 
(3200K-5600K).

 
Features

•Input: 15V DC, Sony NP-F750/970 battery

•USB Power output (5V / 1A)

•2193 Lumens illumination 

•465mm diameter (external)

New for 2017

T2880LMC dimensions: 
1375 x 330 x 27mm



 4K INTEGRATED LENS CAMCORDERS WITH 20X OPTICAL ZOOM* 
1-TYPE SENSOR AND NEWLY DEVELOPED LEICA 4K LENS *AG-UX180 ONLY

BUSINESS.PANASONIC.EU/UX-SERIES

Anatomy of a 4K Camcorder

Comprehensive 
audio control

Triple independent lens 
rings (iris, focus, aperture)

Built-in lens 
cap

Dual XLR 
inputs

Dual SD slots
ND filters

4+ hours shoot-
ing on battery

Fold away 
monitor

Stabilized 
24mm wide 
zoom angle

3G-SDI, HDMI 
and timecode

The UltraHD 50P AG-UX180 with 120fps HD

OLED 
viewfinder



Top Six  Video Features of the Panasonic’s GH5

1. Internal 10-bit 4:2:2 4K recording Admittedly quite 
a mouthful, but it’s also quite an achievement, matched only 
by camera systems that weigh in at several kilogrammes and 
several thousand pounds. 

What does it mean: the GH5 is a broadcast spec camera; its 
files can be pushed in post far more than an 8-bit system.

2. In-body stabilization With selected image stabilized 
Leica and Lumix lenses, you might be forgiven for thinking 
you’re fixed to a tripod when you’re not. With non-stabilized 
lenses, the GH5 does a great job steadying every shot.

What does it mean: you can shoot handheld with confidence 
and create wonderful sweeping and tracking shots without a 
tripod, gimbal or slider.

3. Anamorphic The arrival of SLR Magic anamorphic 
lenses and adapters brings the cinematic 2.35:1 ratio to a 
wider audience of creators. At launch it offers a 4:3 mode 
capturing a 3328x2496 frame. This summer a promised 
firmware upgrade delivers a huge 6K resolution with H.265 
encoding.

What does it mean: pair the GH5 with SLR Magic 
anamorphic lenses to save tens of thousands of pounds. 

4. UltraHD at 50P If you’re shooting high speed action, 
the GH5 is able to record 50P footage internally (in 8-bit) or 
externally (10-bit). It’s another world first from Panasonic in a 
camera of this class.

What does it mean: sharper pictures and greater detail in fast 
moving shots. It’s great news for sports and natural history.

5. Usable Autofocus Historically no one talked about auto 
focus on a pro camera. One reason was that it just wasn’t 
that reliable, especially with tracking subjects. The GH5 
changes all that: it has 4x more focus points and it shows. 

What does it mean: quite simply, you can concentrate on 
framing the shot.

6. Low Light Performance The GH5 does not crop the 
sensor for video; that and its extremely impressive noise 
reduction algorigthms deliver around 2 stops improvement 
over the GH4 in our video tests. 

What does it mean: the GH5 is suitable for a wide spectrum 
of lighting conditions, including dreaded unlit indoors shots. 

New for 2017



What makes Panasonic special? All these models fea-
ture three independent lens rings for fast control, 5-axis 
stabilization for super steady shooting, the security of 
dual SD card slots and very high build quality. 
They are all backed by an excellent two year warranty 
with a quick average repair time of 5 days at a European 
Repair Centre in Cardiff (from collection to return) and the 
potential for a loan unit on request during the repair.

Panasonic camcorders offer the true run and gun 
experience that only fixed zoom cameras can deliv-
er. Lightweight, portable and rugged, these models 
are designed to give you years of extended use in all 
environments, with no fear of lens compatibility, dust 
on the sensor, broken micro HDMI cables or other 
catastrophes!

Panasonic’s 2017 range of pro HD/UltraHD camcorders

Camera AC30 UX90 UX180 DVX200
Sensor 1/3.1” BSI 1” MOS 1” MOS 4/3” 
Optical Zoom 20x 15x 20x 13x
1080 50P Yes Yes Yes Yes
UltraHD - 25/30P 50/60P 50/60P
Connectivity HDMI, dual XLR HDMI, dual XLR SDI, HDMI, dual XLR SDI, HDMI, dual XLR
Features Built in LED light 24.5mm wide angle  

in HD mode
4K at 24p; 25.4 mm 
wide angle in UHD 

ND filters, V-log, 
120fps mode

Panasonic Studio Camera Chain

•AJ-PX380G HD Camcorder
•AG-CVF15 - Colour ViewFinder
•17x Fujinon Lens
•AG-BS300E Base Station
•AG-EC4G Extension Control Unit

Panasonic AJ-PX380G features an integrated studio 
camera adapter, enabling easy conversion of this ver-
satile camera into a fully functional studio camera sys-
tem. Connecting to an AG-BS300G base station with 
just two standard HD-SDI cables, the system provides 
full remote control of camera function and recording in 
addition to return images and intercom functions.

The system is based around the PX380 HD camcord-
er. The unit’s 1/3-type 2.2-megapixel 3MOS sensor 
features high sensitivity and high S/N. As such, it’s a 
superb 10-bit camera, whether used in the field or in 
the studio.

It’s perfect for local TV, corporate studios, webTV and 
further / higher education.



Panasonic UC-3000 hits the bar for FC Barcelona

Panasonic maintains its lead in PTZ technology

Panasonic’s AW-HE40S, and its 
sister unit the 4K UE70, are cutting 
edge of the industry. 
Advanced features of the HE40S 
include:
•Power over Ethernet
•IP Control
•Night mode
•Audio input
•On-board recording 
•SDI output
And that’s before we get to the 
broadcast quality pictures or the 
video over IP output. 

So it’s easy to use, fast to install 
and incredibly flexible.
However, Panasonic goes further 
with the optional AW-HEA10 
(pictured) which uses an iPad to 
remotely control the pan, tilt and 
zoom functionality.
Another option is the AW-SF100G 
software which enables automatic 
motion tracking and face detec-
tion. Installation of sensors or other 
equipment are not necessary. It 
runs on a laptop enabling the PTZ 
to follow a lecturer, speaker or pre-
senter with no user input required.

The new Panasonic AK-UC3000 goes further than oth-
er 4K studio cameras and does so at a very attractive 
price. It supports 4K, HD and SD acquisition simultane-
ously, making it ready to operate in every production 
environment. Paired with the AK-UCU500 camera 
control unit, the system allows a high quality, long-dis-
tance optical fiber transmission camera system to be 
configured at a low cost.
With advanced functionality and high quality video 
output, eight UC3000 units were used for the first live 
4K broadcast of the Barcelona vs Real Madrid ‘El Cla-
sico’ match, transmitted to around 600 million viewers. 
Producer Dani Lozano at MEDIAPRO, said, “Pana-
sonic listened to us as customers and implemented the 
things we needed in our day-to-day production, things 
that we thought were necessary in order to carry out 

production normally. For example, a gamma curve 
devoted to sports has been introduced. They have also 
upgraded the actual hardware too, with additional 
outputs, which are very useful 
for installations using mobile 
units.”

AW-HEA10

AW-HE40



CINE CINE CINE
50mm F1.1 35mm F1.2 75mm F1.4

Aperture 
Range

f/1.1 to f/16 f/1.2 to f/16 f/1.4 to f/16

IRIS Blades 13 13 13
Geared Focus 
& Iris

Yes Yes Yes

Clickless Iris 
Ring

Yes Yes Yes

Front Filter 52mm 52mm 52mm
Elements / 
Groups

6/5 9/8 6/6

Covers full 
sensor

Yes Yes Yes

Min. focus 
distance

50cm 30cm 70cm

Length 54.8mm 77.4mm 78.68
Weight 400g 535g 455g

HyperPrime
CINE

HyperPrime
CINE

CINE HyperPrime
CINE III

HyperPrime
CINE II

CINE II SLR Magic HyperPrime
CINE

10mm T2.1 12mm T1.6 17mm T1.6 25mm T0.95 35mm T0.95 35mm T1.4 35mm F/1.7 50mm T0.95
Aperture 
Range

T2.1 to T16 T1.6 to T11 T1.6 to T11 T0.95 to T16 T0.95 to T16 T1.4 to T16 f/1.7 to f/16 T0.95 to T16

IRIS Blades 12 12 10 11 11 12 12 12
Geared Focus 
& Iris

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes

Clickless Iris 
Ring

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Front Filter 77mm 77mm* 52mm 49mm 62mm 52mm 37mm 62mm
Elements / 
Groups

13/11 12/10 12/10 11/9 12/9 12/9 6/5 10/7

Covers full 
sensor

No No Yes No Yes Yes No Yes

Min. focus 
distance

20cm 15cm 17cm 20cm 30cm 30cm 30cm 60cm

Length 79mm 81mm 78.6mm 74.6mm 110mm 70.3mm 39mm 81.7mm
Weight 420g 500g 340g 450g 815g 390g 110g 620g

SLR Magic Primes
Micro Four Thirds

Full Frame Sony E Mount



SLR Magic’s PL Primes

SLR Magic Anamorphics

HyperPrime
CINE

HyperPrime
CINE

CINE HyperPrime
CINE III

HyperPrime
CINE II

CINE II SLR Magic HyperPrime
CINE

10mm T2.1 12mm T1.6 17mm T1.6 25mm T0.95 35mm T0.95 35mm T1.4 35mm F/1.7 50mm T0.95
Aperture 
Range

T2.1 to T16 T1.6 to T11 T1.6 to T11 T0.95 to T16 T0.95 to T16 T1.4 to T16 f/1.7 to f/16 T0.95 to T16

IRIS Blades 12 12 10 11 11 12 12 12
Geared Focus 
& Iris

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes

Clickless Iris 
Ring

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Front Filter 77mm 77mm* 52mm 49mm 62mm 52mm 37mm 62mm
Elements / 
Groups

13/11 12/10 12/10 11/9 12/9 12/9 6/5 10/7

Covers full 
sensor

No No Yes No Yes Yes No Yes

Min. focus 
distance

20cm 15cm 17cm 20cm 30cm 30cm 30cm 60cm

Length 79mm 81mm 78.6mm 74.6mm 110mm 70.3mm 39mm 81.7mm
Weight 420g 500g 340g 450g 815g 390g 110g 620g

APO HyperPrime 
Cine

APO HyperPrime 
Cine

APO HyperPrime 
CINE

25mm T2.1 Lens 50mm T2.1 Lens 85mm T2.1 Lens
Aperture: T2.1 to 22 T2.1 to 22 T2.1 to 22
Close Focus: 12” 24” 36”
Image Circle: 44 mm (full-frame) 44 mm (full-frame) 44 mm (full-frame)

Rotation: 300 degrees 300 degrees 300 degrees

Filter Size: 62mm 62mm 62mm
Weight: 1.1 kg 1.1 kg 1.1 kg

When taking pictures with 
open light sources, ugly 
visual defects commonly 
show up. 
With SLR Magic apochro-
matic (APO) lenses, 
longitudinal chromatic 
aberrations are corrected 
by a unique optical design 
and selection of optical el-
ements. The colour defects 
are therefore significantly 
lower than the defined lim-
its. Bright/dark transitions 
in the image and especial-
ly highlights, are rendered 
with no colourful artifacts.
With minimal longitudinal 
chromatic aberration, 
there are no visible aber-
rations. So an illuminated 
portrait scene by night with 
many light sources in front 

of and behind the actual 
focal plane appears close 
to reality, without display-
ing complementary, colour 
contrast edges.
Add to that exceptional 
build quality, and you’ve 
got a superb set of PL lens-
es (adaptable to EF).

Anamorphic lenses capture cinemat-
ic wide-screen aspect ratios. This is 
achieved by squeezing the image 
horizontally onto the sensor or film 
to capture a wider horizontal an-
gle of view. The image is later ‘de-
squeezed’ in post. 
High Costs - and the Alternative
True anamorphic production is typi-
cally a very expensive process, with 
the cost of dedicated lenses exhor-
bitantly high.
SLR Magic have the alternative the 
industry has been waiting for. Its 
Anamorphot-CINE lenses have a 2x 
or 1.33x squeeze factor, making it 
possible to create a 2.35:1 image 
from a 16:9 sensor.
Adaptive Thinking 
As well as manufacturing complete 
lenses (35mm, 50mm and 70mm), 

you have the option to add an an-
amorphot adapter to your existing 
prime lens. 
Either way, cinematic scale and dra-
matic lighting effects are instantly at 
your finger tips - at realistic prices.



Handheld Monitors

500 Series
5-inch on-camera 1080p monitor
Best-in-class 3D LUT integration
HDMI and/or SDI inputs

700 Series ‘Bright’
7-inch on-camera 1080p monitor
Best-in-class 3D LUT integration
HDMI and SDI inputs
1000 NITs

700 Series ‘Lite’
7-inch 720 HD resolution monitor
Best-in-class 3D LUT integration
HDMI and/or SDI inputs

Production Monitors
Super tough, with 3G-SDI and 
HDMI, SDI/HDMI cross-conversion, 
3D-LUT mangement and an ingenious 
accessory rail system.

1303 HDR 13” 1500 Nits

1703 HDR 17.25”1100 Nits

2403 HDR 23.8” 1000 Nits

3203 HDR 32” 1500 Nits

1303 13” 400 Nits

1703 17.25”300 Nits

2403 23.8” 250 Nits

Studio Monitors

Daylight Monitors





Paralinx Tomahawk II

Paralinx Dart

Paralinx Tomahawk2 is a long-range HD 
video system offering real-time wireless HD trans-
mission over 600m. It transmits full-HD video (up 
to 1080p/60 4:2:2) and is capable of sending 
video to up to 4 receivers simultaneously. The 
transmitter weighs approximately 7.3oz/208g 
(without antennas) and the receiver weighs only 
8.9oz/252g (without antennas).

This new model has considerable enhancements 
over the previous generation: 

•Dual-Input Transmitter (HD-SDI & HDMI)

•Receiver is lighter and 60% smaller

•6-28V input voltage range on transmitter

•Durable machined-aluminum receiver enclosure

•1/4-20 & 4-40 mounting points on Tx/Rx

Dart is an incredibly small long-range wireless 
monitoring solution providing visually-lossless HD 
video transmission up-to 300m.
Dart ushers in a new generation of ultra-porta-
ble 5GHz wireless transmitters designed specifi-
cally for mobile action monitoring. Its integrated 
LP-E6 battery plate on the transmitter offers up to 
2 hours of runtime from a single battery, while 
its mini-USB can power both a GoPro cam-
era and Dart from the same battery. 

For extended periods of shooting, Dart can be 
connected to a 2A USB battery pack to keep the 
system operating for hours on end.

Dart’s transmitter and receiver feature 1/4”-20 
and 4-40 mounting points for a wide range of 
camera accessories, allowing you to attach the 
system to any rig. Its milled aluminum chassis 
acts as a heat sink to ensure optimal operation in 
extreme environmental conditions. Dart system is 
strikingly lightweight, 100g (TX), 350g (Rx).

Dart’s micro HDMI input supports video signals 
up-to 1080p30/i60.

New for 2017

New for 2017



Paralinx Dart

The future computer port is here! Through one cable, 40Gpbs 
Thunderbolt 3 offers blazing-fast, high-bandwidth PCIe data, USB 
3.1, and 5K video support—performance optimized for multi-slot 
PCIe card support with Echo™ Express expansion systems; 10GbE 
networking connections through Twin 10G™ network adatpers; fast file 
ingesting with SF™ Series CFast™ 2.0 card reader; and external GPU 
card expansion systems such as Sonnet’s eGFX Breakaway™ Box.

Sonnet —The Thunderbolt 3 company. To learn more about Sonnet 
products visit sonnettech.com/holdan

Unleash the Power of Thunderbolt 3™

Expand. Network. Ingest. Game. 

SONNET
THE THUNDERBOLT 3 COMPANY

GPU Expansion SystemsPCIe Card Expansion Systems 10GbE Networking Adapters Pro Media Card Readers

UK, Ireland & Benelux Distributor for Sonnet Products

Tel.: +44 (0) 1457 851 000 | E-Mail: sales@holdan.co.uk | www.holdan.co.uk

eGFX Breakaway Box — Amplify your gaming experience with a 
high-end gaming GPU card connected with 40Gbps Thunderbolt 3



Teradek Bolt Models

Bolt 500 Bolt 1000 Bolt 3000
Range 100m 300m 1000m
Rapid Reconnect Yes
Number of 20 MHz Channels* 11 0 0
Size (TX) 24 x 66 x 102mm 24 x 66 x 102mm 24 x 66 x 102mm
Weight TX / RX 217g/299g 238g/380g 238g/380g

New for 2017

With highly refined software, new wireless radios, and 
a redesigned chassis, these new models are incredibly 
reliable and capable monitoring solutions. 

Metadata and timecode support, 3D LUTs, dual inputs/
outputs, multicast capable, manual frequency selection 
and USB 3.0 GRAB Engine are all included on these 
new models but with the following NEW features:

Longer Range

Transmit visually lossless video up-to 1,000m with 
virtually no delay.

20MHz Channels

Use more than twice as many Bolts in one location and 
avoid interference like never before.

2 New DFS Channels

Operate interference-free more often in the USA and 
Europe by making use of two newly introduced DFS 
channels.

20% Smaller Chassis

Not just smaller, but lighter too, allowing these models to 
integrate into any rig unnoticed.

Individual Identity

Easily identify which Bolt TX and RX work together with 
removable coloured top plates.

Rapid Reconnection

Reconnect times during a dropped link are now 
instantaneous once you move back into range.

Built-In HDMI to SDI Converter

Perfect for use with MoVI and other gimbals, Bolt’s TX 
has a built-in HDMI to SDI converter, allowing you to 
connect both your on-camera monitor and video source 
via the same device.

More Robust Than Ever Before

Reach your Bolt’s full range and potential right out of 
the box with new software that provides the most robust 
wireless link we’ve ever created.

Pantone 109

New for 2017



T-Rax: blade enterprise encoding rack 

T-Rax is a high-density enterprise-grade H.264 
platform that encodes, decodes, and streams video at 
broadcast quality. 
Available in a 2RU chassis with an optional redundant 
power supply, T-Rax supports up to 8 codecs at one 
time, offering major broadcasters, OB truck specialists, 
and large businesses an incredibly flexible and modu-

lar solution for their IP video needs.

As a blade system, Teradek’s T-Rax allows you to 
add or remove a variety of Teradek solutions on the 
fly, including H.264 encoders and decoders (up-
to 15 Mb/s) and control platforms such as Sputnik. 
The system supports any combination of up to 8 hot-
swappable cards that can be tailored to your unique 
requirements.

T-Rax can be fitted out to suit your needs. For example, 
it can house 8 Teradek encoder cards for multi bit rate 
streaming or a combination of encoders, decoders, 
and Sputnik for master control. T-Rax is a great way to 
scale an IP video workflow.

T-Rax encoder cards support high profile H.264 video 
at bitrates up to 15Mb/s. They are compatible with 
a variety of popular transport protocols, including 
MPEG-TS, RTP/RTSP, HLS, RTMP, TDS, and ZiXi.

Cube 655, Teradek’s most Advanced Mini Encoder

The new Cube line of H.264 codecs offer a powerful all-in-one solu-
tion for live streaming and point to point broadcasting for SDI and 
HDMI video sources. It supports monitoring on up-to 6 iOS devices 
simultaneously. 

Built-in Colour Grading

Support for 33 point 3D LUTs and Pomfort LiveGrade integration 
allows your creative team to monitor graded footage on set or off. 
Looks can be applied to the stream itself or controlled independently 
within the TeraView app.

Expandable

Cube 655 is compatible with Teradek Core: publish a single video 
feed to multiple destinations all at the same time. It is also compatible 
with Teralink for cellular bonding.

Key Technologies
•Dual Inputs: HDMI and 3G-SDI
•Wireless Range: Up-to 200m
•Up to 15 Mb/s
•Full size SD Card Recording
•WiFi, Ethernet, USB 3G/4G/LTE
•RTMP, MPEG-TS, HLS, RTP/RTSP, TDS
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Applications

Education & Training

House of  Worship & Event

Lecture Recording

Broadcasting

IMAG

Conference Room

• Supports up to four input sources 
concurrently, with Full HD

• Graphical user interface allows ease of use
• Easy installation
• Ability to produce microfilm instantly, 

without post-production
• Backup recorded video instantly
• Built-in 1TB hard drive

CaptureVision Station
VS-LC102

Key Features

Product Specifications

Input Connection 
Video Inputs* HDMI/ VGA/ RJ-45 

Max. Video-In 
Channels 

Maximum 4 channel 
synchronized recording 
HDMI/VGA: 2 channels 
Full HD network camera:
4 channels 

Audio Inputs Line in, MIC x2

Video Processing 
Video and Audio 
Recording 
Processing

Max. 1080p 30fps (H.264 /
AVC), MP4 format

Local Storage 
External Storage USB / eSATA

Internal Storage Built-in 1TB hard disk 

Video File Export
Video File Export USB Flash / FTP / SFTP

Streaming Main System Output 
Streaming 
Format Output: RTP, RTMP, 

Main Output 
Mode (Max.) HDMI / VGA : 1080p/60fps 

Recording 
Recording 
Layout 

Multi-View streaming, up to 
nine layouts 

Auto Logo 
Insertion During 
Recording 

Yes, through web-based 
backstage management 
setting 

Auto Logo 
Insertion During 
Recording

Yes, through web-based 
back stage
management setting

Live Broadcasting 
Share live 
streaming from 
CaptureVision 
Station

Yes, Multicast

Webcasting
Supports Youtube Live, 
UStreaming, Adobe Media 
server

Playback 
Local File 
Playback Yes 

View Course 
Content on Any 
Device

Yes, viewer on webpage

Lecture Editing 
Post-Lecture 
Editing 

Yes, through web-based 
backstage 

Auto Logo Title 
and Ending 
Insertion 

Yes, through web-based 
backstage to insert logo title 
and endings when exporting 
lecture video

Dimensions 
13.94 inch (L) x 7.4 
inch (W) x 1.8 inch (H) 
354mm(L) x 187.96mm(W) x 
45.97mm(H) 

Weight 1.5 kg (3.3 lbs)

Station Control Web-based backstage 

Local Display 

Display Layout 
Full screen/ picture-in-
picture/ multi-channel split 
screen, up to nine layouts

I/O Connections

 

Power Video-In
VGA/HDMI

Video-Out
VGA/HDMI

Ethernet for 
Internet

Ethernet for 
IP-cam

Reset to 
Default

RS-232 
Interface Port

USB storage

Audio-In Audio-Out

eSATA External 
HD Interface



New for 2017



Stream Liv
e!

Shoot 360o

Encode 360o

Stitch, align, monitor and record

360o video, live and professional 


